
GET READY

BECAUSE THIS

IS ACTUALLY FUN!

HOW  TO GROOM

BEFORE A SHOOT

MAKE YOUR CLOTHING

COUNT!

STYLE 
GUIDE



PURPLE MOSS PHOTOGRAPHY

NOT MANY OF YOU HAVE A CLUE AS TO HOW  TO PREP FOR THIS.

Am I right? Have no fear.  Follow this style guide and you’ll be all set.

Your Questions:

1.  S1.  Should I bring a jacket and tie if I hate them both? Bring at least a 
suit jacket.  We highly recommend a perfectly fitted tailored jacket.  
They were made for a reason men.  To make you look good no matter 

what shape you have.  

2.  How many changes of clothes should I bring?  3 to 5 selections.  
We’ll pick the best.  Bring one casual and at least two dressier styles.

3. W hat is t3. W hat is the best look for men?  Well if you know fashion, by all 
means trust your gut.  If you don’t have a clue we recommend a pure 

black suit jacket with a pressed pure white button up shirt (or white 
T-shirt if you’re a little hip.)  Check out any leading man in his 

headshots.  He’ll most likely have a set with this color combo.  Of course 

there are other great looks but you’ll never go wrong with this one.

44.  W here can I shop if I have nothing?  Try H&M at Fashion Place Mall 
or Nordstrom Rack, if you’re on a budget.  If  you’ve got money at time, 
try Bespoke in Salt Lake.

5.  W hen should I see my barber before coming?  For hair you can go up 
to two weeks on your cut and have it still look sharp.  For any facial 
hair, trim that morning and use beard oil for that extra detail.

NNow show them what you bring to the table men!  These few little steps 

go a long way to loving your headshots.  Don’t worry about what is next.  

Leave the rest to us.  You’re in great hands and we will lead you every 

step of the way.     

LET’S 
FACE 
IT 
BOYS



NOT PROFESSIONAL

PURPLE MOSS PHOTOGRAPHY

GOOD 
VS. ?

NO JACKET

SW EATER OR VEST? 

TOTALLY YES!

NAILED IT!

CASUAL PANTS CAN W ORK SLOPPY

THINK ACCESSORIES

YOU DECIDE


